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FROM THE

Park Manager
July is upon us which means that the first half of the year has already slipped by.
It also means that we are really into winter with its increased risks of illness. I would
like to take the opportunity to ask that you look after your health during this time.
Having touched on health I simply cannot fail to, once again,
draw your attention to the seriousness of Covid-19. South
Africa is officially experiencing its third wave of infections and
active cases in June doubled in under a month. Gauteng’s
daily caseload accounts for about 60% of the national total
and, at the time of writing, is driving the latest wave. I would
like to appeal to everyone to please be vigilant and strictly
adhere to Covid-19 protocols, they really are there for our
protection.
Park Security have once again demonstrated their
effectiveness. There have been no reported incidents in the
Park. On behalf of the Park community I would like to extend
my sincere gratitude and appreciation to our security team
for really staying on top of things.

Despite overcast skies and the doom and gloom which is
so often used to describe winter landscapes in South Africa,
our gardens are still looking lovely. A big thank you to the
landscaping and gardening team whose choice and care
of our plants has paid off. Our gardens certainly cannot be
described as drab and grey this winter.
Two upgrades are also in the pipeline. Quotes have been sent
out for the upgrade and refurbishing of the common area
bathrooms as well as the centre isles at the booms which are
much in need of a facelift.
The POPI Act comes into effect at the end of June 2021 and
we have been hard pushed to get the processes in place.

Dave Edwards

A tribute to our Park Manager, Dave Edwards
It was with great sadness that we said goodbye to our Park Manager,
Dave Edwards.
Dave was diagnosed with Covid-19 and admitted to hospital where he showed
signs of a good recovery. Unfortunately, on 1st July, Dave took a sudden turn
for the worse and passed away.
Dave, who has been with Kyalami Park since 2019 as Park Manager, was
dedicated, hard-working and willing shared his years of experience with the
Board, owners and tenants alike. Nothing was too much trouble for him and he
remained polite and pleasant even in the most trying of circumstances.
The Board of Trustees of Kyalami Park extend their heartfelt condolences to his
family. He will be sorely missed by all.
New Park Manager - Paul Johnston
Email: manager@kyalamipark.co.za • Tel: 011 466 2104 • Cell: 082 337 7810
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SLOW DOWN
The speed limit in the Park
is 40km/hour

Speed kills. Be patient. Be cautious.
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Security Report
Control Room & Reaction
011 466 2275 • 084 011 1826 •083 969 1534
Advancements in technology and evolving crime patterns
have changed the face of the security industry. We at Fidelity
Security Services realise this. As such we have introduced
a highly systems-driven tailor-made solution to provide
Kyalami Park with the necessary support to keep crime
minimal and indeed, the Park has been quiet in terms of
crime during these past few months.
We firmly believe that the partnerships Fidelity Security
Services has entered into is partly responsible for securing a
safer environment in the Park. Our relationships with several
companies working with high end technology and our close
association with both the Midrand police and the Community
Policing Forum (CPF) sector 4 have all contributed toward
curbing criminal activity.
Nevertheless we continue to encourage everyone in the Park
not to leave any valuables unattended. We would also like

to urge owners and employees alike to follow all Covid-19
protocols, especially now that the spread of the virus is
peaking in Gauteng.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank you for the low
rate of alarm faults we are currently experiencing and to
once again thank Park management for their co-operation
and support.
As always our aim is to offer excellence in security service
delivery and implementation to owners, employers,
employees and visitors in Kyalami Park, making the Park a
safer place for all.
T.Maboko
Contract Manager – Fidelity Security Group

POPIA or POPI Act

(Protection of Personal Information Act)
Over the last year or so, the term “POPIA” has been
prominent in the press and even around the braai. There
has been much hype about how it will affect companies,
an individual’s right to privacy, and what action must be
taken if personal information has been divulged in an
irresponsible manner. We can all relate to those annoying
spam calls where you wonder where the caller got your
details from. The over-arching purpose of POPIA is to
protect personal data from being misused by other
parties who may access such information.
The protection of personal information is not something
unique to South Africa. Many countries around the
world are adopting similar legislation which ultimately
protects an individual or company from being abused or
defrauded by having personal information divulged to an
unauthorized third party.

Timeline
Regulated by a new Information Regulator, POPIA
commenced on 1 July 2020 with a 12 month grace

period to get your organisation compliant by the POPIA deadline
of 1 July 2021.

POPIA and Kyalami Park
Although most community schemes, such as Kyalami Park,
have outsourced service providers that deal with the collection
and processing of information, the information processed by a
“Responsible Party” such as a Managing Agent, Estate Manager
or Security Company, ultimately belongs to the scheme. The
Chairperson of each scheme will, by default, be the “Information
Officer” who will need to populate a POPIA manual (Regulation
4). The grace period for having a formal manual in place comes
to an end 30 June 2021. The manual will cover the following:
• Encourage compliance with conditions for the lawful
processing of personal information
• Deal with requests made pursuant to POPIA (by the
Information Regulator or data subjects and in line with other
legislation pertinent to the scheme)
• Deal with internal measures which outline the process
requests for access for information.
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Bird
talk

African Hoopoe

(Upupa africana)
Image:
Luc Viatour

The African Hoopoe is a species of hoopoe in the family
Upupidae, a subspecies (Upupa epops africana) of the hoopoe.
Its repetitive “hooo-pooo” is sung 5 times or more hence its name.
Not a particularly sociable bird, it is generally found singly or in
pairs and is widely distributed throughout South Africa, favouring
open and bushy areas, thornveld and riverine woodlands in dry
areas.
The African Hoopoe has the average size of 25 to 29 cm, with a
wingspan of 44 to 48 cm. The weight varies from 38 to 67g when
fully grown.
It has a crown, also called a crest, which is chestnut coloured with
black on the tips. This crown will raise when the bird has been
disturbed. No eye rings or stripes are present and the bill is long,
dark, narrow and slightly down curved.
The male and female are different colours. The male is typically
fully chestnut coloured, whereas the female has a greyer body.
Both have black and white stripes on their wings and a rounded
tail. This black and white striped pattern leads to a V-formation on
their backs. The juveniles are coloured similarly to females except
they have shorter beaks. In adults the beaks are about the same
size as the head.

When these birds are in flight, they flap between 4 to 5 beats,
then pause in which their body drops, and then continue to
beat their wings 4 to 5 times. When in the air, you’ll notice the
same black and white striping on the wings and tail on their
underside as when they are perched.
Hoopoes consume small amounts of seeds and berries but
prefer insects and small reptiles which they dart around at
ground level collecting.
The Hoopoe is a cavity nester (tree holes) or use a hollow in
a pile of boulders or cavities in buildings, always chosen and
protected by the male. They lay from four to seven eggs over
a few days.
Once she has finished laying all her eggs, the female alone
will incubate the eggs for 14-16 days. Once hatched, the male
does the hunting for the chicks for the first week of their lives
and then the female gets involved in the feeding of her young.
Source: Wikipedia

For Sale • To Let

Offices and Warehousing
Wide range now available

Kerfield Properties

"Your brokers in the Park"
011 466 1460 | visit us at www.kerfield.co.za
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Winter Landscaping

in the Park

by Bernhard Jacobs
Landmark Studios

With an above average of rainfall received over the past summer season the park has a
wonderful winter appearance due to the above average moisture context in the soil.
The entrance beds from the main
road have a colourful display at this
time of the year due to the change in
foliage colour. Additionally most of
the succulent plants have bursti into
colour.
The traffic island also creates a
colourful entrance to the park. Certain
thinning out of overgrown beds will
take place during the approaching
summer season.

The sidewalks planted with succulents
have an attractive appearance and are
a huge improvement when compared
to the previous lawn areas with their
unattractive winter appearance.

The island located in the dam at Lotus
Park will receive attention during the
course of the coming winter with trees
to be crown-lifted and self-seeded
trees removed from the island. This will
expose the fauna that already inhabits
this island.

The forestation of stressing sections of
lawn in Daimler Park, as well as other
parks, has now entered the first phase.
These unattractive lawn areas will be
converted to beds, mainly planted with
Agapanthus and Dietes.
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Fast, Reliable Fibre

gives your business the edge
Kyalami Business Park is Fibred up by MetroFibre!
Contact us today to get connected!
Whatever line of business you’re in, staying connected is vital. With MetroFibre you won’t have to stress
about going oﬄine on the busiest day of the month… or blowing through your data caps.
MetroFibre supplies uncapped, unshaped and consistent internet to power your network and phones.
Our infrastructure is already in place – simply contact us and start benefiting!
It’s everything you need to get your business where you want it to be.

Fibre speed

Price
12 months

Price
24 months

Price
36 months

10 Mbps

R 1920pm

R 1760pm

R 1600pm

15 Mbps

R 2800pm

R 2490pm

R 2240pm

25 Mbps

R 3600pm

R 3180pm

R 2880pm

50 Mbps

R 5200pm

R 4610pm

R 4160pm

100 Mbps

R 7200pm

R 6360pm

R 5760pm

200 Mbps

R 11200pm

R 9860pm

R 8960pm

Installation
once-off

R 5000

R 2500

R 1500

* VAT is excluded in all prices. | Subject to acceptance of our standard Business Terms and Conditions.

Save up to 40% on your current landline telephone or voice bill with
MetroFibre Voice!
MetroFibre owns and manages South Africa’s ﬁrst globally compliant Carrier Ethernet 2.0 (CE 2.0) open access ﬁbre
network, through which it connects over 60 cloud, application, voice and Internet Service Providers with their customers.

087 151 4000 | sales@metrofibre.co.za | www.metrofibre.co.za

